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1.1 Rules 
 

Our goal is to simulate how well the train stations are suited to travel to the Wiesn.  

We want to evaluate, if we have to add additional connections between metro stations, using e.g. 

Busses, Taxis or the Tram. Therefore, we have to find a good balancing between Sepp’s currency and 

the alcohol prices. Furthermore, we have to balance his alcohol level, because we want the player to 

ponder how far he has to fill up his level prior to the Wiesn. For this prototype, we skip the action 

game, that takes part in each train station. To allow us to find the correct balancing, we decided to 

simulate this part using probabilities. 

 

 

  



Sepp starts with a wealth of 200€ to his name. One of us is the game master and is responsible for 

mimicking the artificial intelligence / the random factor. The game master has to place Sepp at a 

random train station in the beginning and "randomly" lets Sepp's friends order another Mass or one 

more Hendl, each costing 10€. 

Idea for placing Sepp: 

 Roll W20, if x == 20 ==> Zone 4; if 17 < x < 20 ==> Zone 3; if 13 < x < 18 ==> Zone 2; else Zone 

1  

 Roll D6 ==> Divide map into 6 parts 

 Roll another D6 dice ==> Divide previously divided map again into 6 parts 

 Place Sepp randomly 

Additionally, the game master has to place D6 (Dice with 6 sides) to random train stations, preferably 

at stations, that lie on Sepp's way to the Theresienwiese. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The dices simulate the ticket inspectors in our action game and the "Munich Overwatch"-App: We can 

imagine the number on the dice + 1 to be the number of the inspectors at that train station. Each time 

Sepp crosses the path of the ticket inspectors; he has to roll a D6. The number on his dice states the 

number of ticket inspectors, that he was able to dodge. Logically, if he could not dodge every inspector, 

he has to pay the price for dodging the fare, which is currently 60€. 

For example, if a dice that shows the number 4 blocks the train station Münchner Freiheit, this means 

that there are 5 ticket inspectors at the station. Once Sepp enters Münchner Freiheit, he has to roll a 

D6. With a 5 or 6 he can safely continue his journey. However, with a 1,2,3 or 4 he dodges too few 

inspectors and has to pay 60€.   

Remember that Sepp cannot ride the train, without at least a tiny bit of alcohol. We decided to keep 

track of his alcohol level with a D20 (Dice with 20 sides). A 1 on the D20 signals, that Sepp can not 

enter a train. So, he has to buy a beer, which raises his alcohol level by 3. Each round, the level declines 

by one point. The MVG Netzplan is divided into 4 zones. At the most outer zone a beer costs 1€. 

Coming closer to the center of Munich the prices for a single beer rise by 1€ per zone. Once Sepp 

arrives at the Wiesn he has to rise his alcohol level up to 15, to get on par with his friends. On the 

Wiesn you can only buy a Mass, which unfortunately costs 10€ and rises your alcohol by merely 3 

points (Half of the Mass is foam, anyway...).  



 

 

Consuming so much alcohol impairs Sepp's abilities to dodge the ticket inspectors. At an alcohol level 

of 6 to 10, his rolls are reduced by 1. This gets harder, as he gets more drunk: Each 5 levels, his rolls 

are reduced by 1 additionally. With an alcohol level of more than 15 he runs the risk of a blacking out. 

Each round, the player has to roll a D6, if the alcohol level plus the number on the dice exceed 20, 

then he wakes up at a random train station an alcohol level of 10 and 50€ less in his pocket. 

Back to our example from above: The dice shows a "4". Let us assume that Sepp's alcohol level is at 

10, so his rolls count 1 number less. That means he only dodges the ticket inspectors with a 6. With 

the numbers 1 to 5 he has to pay the fine. 

Each round Sepp can decide, whether to stay on the train station, to stay on the same train or to switch 

to another train in either direction. Keep in mind, that the ticket inspectors may move, too. Each round 

is evaluated by Sepp's wealth after reaching an alcohol level of 15 at the Wiesn. We allow him to 

borrow money, i.e. negative wealth. 



 

 

We found, that with those rules the game is already challenging enough. Traveling through Munich 

does not feel boring. And although there may be no cross connections between the suburban (S-Bahn) 

railways, the possibilities open up, once Sepp reaches the inner zone of Munich. We felt that adding 

more connections via Bus, Taxi and Tram are not necessary for a great gaming experience. However, 

this greatly factors in how the ticket inspectors are placed by the AI. For now, we will leave out those 

interconnections. But we will keep them in mind for later extensions. 

 

  



1.2 Cheat – Sheet 
 

Initial wealth: 

 200€ 

Costs of a beer: 

 Zone 4: 1€ 

 Zone 3: 2€ 

 Zone 2: 3€ 

 Zone 1: 4€ 

 Wiesn:  10€ 

Alcohol Level: 

 Use D20 to display 

 Initial level: 1 

 Beer -> +3 

 Per Round: -1 

 Reach 15 at the Wiesn 

Chances to get caught: 

 D6 <= ticket inspector number? -> -60€ 

 Alcohol level 0 – 5 -> D6 - 0 

 Alcohol level 6 – 10 -> D6 - 1 

 Alcohol level 11 – 15 -> D6 - 2 

 Alcohol level 16 – 20 -> D6 - 3 

 Alcohol level + D6 > 20 ? -> Blackout -> Random train station and – 50€ 

Game Master (At the beginning): 

 Munich Overwatch: Spawn random ticket inspector dices (D6) 

 Randomly place Sepp on MVG map 

Game Master(Every round): 

 Friends: Consume Hendl/Mass -> -10€ (Roll W20, if x > 15 ==> -10€) 

 Move ticket inspectors: (Roll W20, if x > 12 ==> Move ticket inspectors) 

o Roll D6 for number of ticket inspector dices to move 

o Roll D6, if x == 1, move ticket inspectors one station to the player 

Player (every round): 

 Decrease alcohol level 

 

  



1.3 Addressing the critiques 

 
Q Sounds like a fun game. 

A Thanks! 

Q But after paying 60€ you can safely travel without paying for another ticket! 

A That's true. However, Sepp is a very unlucky guy and the ticket inspectors are only 

human. They might forget to give you the temporal ticket or Sepp simply loses it. 

That's life... 

Q Repetitive gameplay because of only one subway system. 

A We evaluated this with our prototype. We found, that there can happen enough 

random events to make each playthrough an experience on its own. Luckily this 

game is not meant to have a high replay value and currently we do not plan to 

monetize it either. We want to hand out some jokes and stereotypes at the cost of 

the MVG. Once we are done with that, the game will definitely lose its sensation. 

Q Why do the ticket inspectors only follow the player? 

A Their paths are planned to be randomly. However, Sepp is more suspicious than the 

rest. So, if they happen to see him, then they will control his tickets, if he's on the 

train. 

Q But ticket inspectors only check for tickets in the train! 

A Ever heard of the "Bahnsteigticket"? As long as you're in the subway system the 

ticket inspectors have the right to check your ticket. 

Q Add a star system like it exists in GTA.  

A Neat idea, we added that to our high target. 

Q Spawning Sepp at random stations changes the games difficulty. 

A That is right. We found with our prototype, that a good way to counteract this, is to 

make the beer cheaper in the outer zones. Buying beer in the inner zone (zone 1) 

will be four times the price than in the outermost zone (zone 4). Beer on the Wiesn 

will be the most expensive obviously. Anyways our game should have different 

stages of difficulty so we can use this property in our favor. 

Q The game should have some nice appearance to convey the humor of the game. 

A We hope that limiting the game to 2D helps us to keep the artistic cost at a 

minimum. We currently plan to enhance the graphics with proper shader use, as this 

is what we are best at. 

Q I like the idea of WhazzApp, maybe add Mini-Games? 

A Thanks! Once the system is in place, adding new dialogs should not be the problem. 

Finding snarky comments for the friend’s message shouldn't be either. However we 

think that the current game idea does not serve for more than a mini game itself, so 

we want to avoid mini-game-ception. 

Q Proper balancing of the alcohol level may be too tedious for the player. 

A That is our fear as well. We have to see how it works out in the alpha release. 

Q Make it competitive! 

A If we feel that the game is a success at the demo day, we will think of ways of doing 

so. However in our opinion the current version has too many random factors to 

justify a leaderboard. 



Q What really got my attention was the plan to allow the player to interact with other NPCs 

while waiting for the train to pass. 

A We did not plan to do so, because we did not think about it at all! Now we definitely 

need this in our game! We already planned to implement small speech bubbles for 

Sepp, so adding them to random strangers could work easily. 

Q Implement a race versus the AI to avoid paying anything to the friends. 

A Really great idea! However, we will definitely implement this only after everything 

else works well. 

Q Scrap correct train departure times for more fun experience! 

A As if travelling with the MVG was that much fun... 

Q Prost! 

A Prost! 

Q How do you plan to implement vision impairment? 

A With a blurred cone of view in front of the player, that can scale depending on the 

alcohol level. 

Q Better use 2.5D instead of top-down view. 

A Although we would like to use that as well, we may not be able to provide a 

satisfying quality as none of us is an artist. With 2D we are sure, that we can manage 

the art part. 

Q Add more objectives, other than just reaching the Theresienwiese. 

A We actually planned to let the friends notify Sepp, that they already left the Wiesn, 

once Sepp comes close to the Theresienwiese. E.g. they are going to an "After Wiesn 

Party", to a house party etc.  

Q Why add ticket machines when they are not useable? This frustrates the user. 

A That is exactly what we plan to do. Maybe we will scrap the idea of letting Sepp pay 

actual money for it, that may keep the frustration at a minimum. However, we will 

definitely keep the ticket machines, as they allow us to address a whole bunch of 

stereotypes. 

Q Some outer metro lines are boring, e.g. travelling from Garching-Forschungszentrum to the 

city.  

A Well, that's the point... Maybe we have to include busses, cabs or tram lines to 

overcome this issue. 

Q You could always have somebody standing there [at the ticket machine], who will fiddle with 

the machine until the dawn of time, or have it be under maintenance. 

A This guy gets it! 

 

 

 


